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to accept or reject them at once, to make quick decisions*
" I wish I could keep out of the whole affair," she wrote
to Count Mercy in Paris; " let the Russians negotiate
directly with the poor devils."
" Her Majesty," Joseph wrote irritably to his brother
Leopold, " is defeated in great and important decisions
by her own indecisive mood."
Joseph, who knew that the situation was extremely
critical for Austria, and that something must be done at
once, lost his patience with his mother. He did not
stop to think that her own sudden inability to act
promptly was, for her, a terrible tragedy. Her powers
of decision seemed paralysed; she realised that she was
being as dilatory as many of her generals had been
during the Seven Years War. It was not until July
1771 that she at last consented to sign a Convention
with Turkey, in which she pledged herself to help the
Sultan obtain acceptable peace terms. In order to
curtail Russia's power, which might become increasingly
dangerous for Austria as well as for Turkey, she also
promised in this Convention to protect Poland against
Russian domination.
Pathetically enough, as far as Maria Theresa was am*
cerned, this Convention had become meaningless by tbe
time it was signed. For Frederick, too, could not afford
to allow Russia to expand too far towards the south, and
he now frankly discussed his idea of " diverting Russia's
appetite for Turkey into another channel: Poland-**
Early in 1771, he had signed a secret Treaty with
Catherine; they had agreed to partition Poland as It
suited their convenience. When Maria Theresa heaid
about this Treaty she realised that she could not sit hack
calmly and watch Prussia and Russia increase their
influence at Poland's and Turkey's expense, Qtmotasty,

